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Highlights:






Little, if any, additional
thunderstorms this fall.

“monsoonal”

Near normal, or slightly below normal,
offshore wind events expected this fall.
Above normal large fire potential slowly
returning to normal from north to south by
the middle of the fall
Large fire potential remaining above normal
in Southern CA into December.

WEATHER DISCUSSION
Hotter and drier weather returned on schedule as the
calendar advanced into August. A low-amplitude, but
intense ridge of high pressure produced above normal
temperatures for most of the area nearly every day of the
past month over Southern California. The central part of
the state was cooler compared to normal, especially along
the coast, but the cooler temperatures did little to quell fire
activity in Monterey and San Luis Obispo Counties.
Surprisingly, as warm as the past 30-45 days have been,
this summer has been cooler compared to last year. This
is mainly due to cooler water temperatures along the
coast. The warm sea surface temperatures (SST), which
spanned from areas just offshore to the Mexican coast
along the Tropic of Cancer, kept nighttime temperatures
much warmer than this year.
A more important consequence of a return to cooler SST’s
is the resultant lack of thunderstorms. Last year, high
precipitable water was available much of the summer
which resulted in frequent and widespread wet
thunderstorms. This year, the amount of precipitable
water is much closer to normal across the Pacific. This,
along with a progressive pattern and southwesterly flow,
has kept the number of thunderstorm days to a minimum.
Contrast the handful of thunderstorms this summer with
the past few years and the cause for more wildfire activity
becomes obvious, even if fuels are similarly dry this year.
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Lately, long range models have been less aggressive in
forecasting a La Niña this fall and winter. Now the average of
the models floats around -0.5° C the next few months (see Fig
2, right). Therefore, if a La Niña does develop, it looks to be a
weak one and not the strong “rebound” that sometimes occurs
after a strong El Niño.
If equatorial SST’s are not the primary element influencing the
weather patterns this winter, the question of what other factor
may govern the weather is a complex one, as a clear-cut
indication of what lies ahead is absent at the current time.
While we may now be in a near-neutral ENSO condition, a

Preliminary research points toward an inclination for slightly
fewer offshore wind episodes during +PDO conditions. But it
is important to remember that fewer offshore wind events
does not necessary equate to weaker or shorter offshore
windy periods. Given the current fuel conditions, it only takes
a modest offshore wind to raise large fire potential to
elevated.
Figure 2: Mid-August plume of model ENSO predictions

Figure1: Current SST’s over the Pacific

positive Pacific Decadal Oscillation (+PDO) continues. A +PDO
is generally defined as warming of the ocean north of 20° N
across the eastern Pacific while waters on the western part of
the Pacific cool. Areas ahead, and on either side, of the cooler
waters usually become warmer. During the past month, the
pattern of warming near the West Coast seems to have
accelerated as rapid warming has occurred near the Gulf of
Alaska (see above).
It is difficult to say how a +PDO and near neutral or weakly
negative ENSO may impact precipitation this winter. Some
research points to a tendency for above normal precipitation
over California during periods of La Niña coupled with a +PDO.
But the correlation isn’t absolute as last winter’s strong El Niño
paired with a +PDO didn’t yield above normal precipitation as
had been expected.
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Regardless of the state of ENSO and the PDO, most long
range models yield near to below normal precipitation for
this district this fall into early winter. If these models are
correct, the onset of winter rainfall may be delayed
compared to normal, and offshore winds this fall will
almost certainly happen before green-up occurs.
As a result, large fire potential will remain well above
normal over the district most of the fall. Once significant
wetting rains occur, large fire potential should lower from
north to south. Shorter daylight hours, a lower sun angle
and a less favorable burn environment (during non-windy
periods) will also cause large fire potential to gradually
lower this fall. But at this time, since significant wetting
rains are not anywhere near the horizon for the southern
part of the state, large fire potential will likely remain well
above normal over Southern California through the end of
the calendar year.
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Figure 3: DFM, Western Mountains (ANF, LPNF)

FUELS AND DROUGHT OUTLOOK:
Fuels remain parched over the area as the exceptional
drought over the state passes the 5 year mark. While D4
and D5 drought covers less of the state than in September
2015, South Op’s area of responsibility is in roughly the
same shape, or slightly worse off, than last year from a
fuels perspective. Decent snowpack last winter has eased
the hydrological situation slightly, but in terms of fuel
moisture and overall forest health, the situation remains
grim.

Figure 4: Large Fires – Week of August 14th:

The past few years has seen significant “monsoonal”
thunderstorm activity occur during the summer which has
partially masked the effect of the drought and the poor
condition of live fuels across the area. Wetting rains
occurred over much of the bug-kill areas of the high
country last year, while high humidity kept fine fuels at
lower elevations at a lower than expected level of
receptivity.
This year, the absence of summer
thunderstorms has allowed new starts to grow rapidly with
fire chewing through vast stands of dead vegetation and
severely weakened live plants.

Dead fuel moisture (DFM) readings dropped to below
normal values by mid-July over most of Southern
California (Figure 3, left). Once live fuels crossed the
critical threshold a couple of weeks later, fire activity took
a rapid upward swing with several large fires developing
during each period of hot weather. The week of August 14
was an especially active one for firefighters as several
large fires erupted (Figure 4, left). These fires grew
rapidly, even during periods of light winds with active fire
behavior including torching and long range spotting with
near total consumption of fuels. The Geographic Area
reached Preparedness Level 4 for the second time this
season due to the heavy response necessitated by several
large fires going on at the same time.

Each subsequent period of hot temperatures has seen a
spike in wildfire activity. This pattern will continue into the
fall. Once offshore winds arrive, the scenario for danger
to life and property will be underscored. This summer has
seen an extremely active fire season; expect this situation
to worsen this fall as the next few months may be one of
the most active wildfire periods in years.
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